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very still & hard to see makes its Canadian debut, transform-
ing The Shop Theatre into a cursed hotel. !
Vancouver, BC – SHIFT Theatre is thrilled to present the Canadian Premiere of very still & hard to see, a 

short play cycle by American playwright Steve Yockey. very still & hard to see takes over The Shop Theatre 

on 125 E 2nd Ave in Vancouver on October 21-25 for what Stage Scene LA calls “the theatrical equivalent 

of Disneyland’s Space Mountain, i.e. equal parts excitement, terror, and glee.” 

Performed by an ensemble cast, the short play cycle recounts the history of a cursed hotel and the unfor-

tunate guests who stay there. From riding in an erratic elevator and dealing with possessive ghosts to 

managing an ever-expanding hole in the floor armed only with cleaning supplies, these encounters with 

the unknown chillingly collapse the distance between the real and the surreal and remind us that, some-

times, bad things do happen for a reason. 

“Short plays are our bread and butter,” explains SHIFT’s Artistic Managing Director Nick Sartore. “While 

the shorts that make up very still are all thematically related, the actors transition between different char-

acters for each story. Working with an ensemble to build the show has been an incredibly collaborative 

experience.” 

The story begins with Buck, the architect of the hotel, who makes a deal with Obake, a shapeshifting 

ghost. That deal triggers a series of chilling events that affects all those who stay at the hotel. “The play-

wright was very influenced by Japanese folklore and the supernatural beings that are most commonly 

associated with Shinto beliefs,” explains Sartore. “At the surface, the show is a series of scary ghost sto-

ries. As an ensemble, we’ve been particularly interested in digging deeper; and in doing so, finding that 

each character and their relationships exemplify corrupted love.” 
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very still & hard to see runs October 21-25 at The Shop Theatre, 125 E 2nd Ave in Vancouver. Shows are 

nightly at 8:00 PM and tickets are $15. For more information and to purchase tickets, visit www.shiftthe-

atre.ca/verystill. 

Acclaim for very still & hard to see 
 "Steven Yockey's series of haunted tales is strung together with expert eeriness." - LA Weekly 

 "Yockey's new play is an eerie excusion into the surreal and supernatural" - Backstage 

About SHIFT Theatre 
SHIFT is a collective of emerging theatre artists working to create honest, relatable, and interesting live 

performance. SHIFT produces original and published contemporary theatre and is interested in exploring 

themes which speak to everyday life experience. 

SHIFT was founded in 2008 to provide young theatre artists with opportunities to stage unconventional, 

risk-taking productions of short theatre. The company are producers of the celebrated SHIFT 1-Act Festi-

val, a daring festival or original works taking place annually in June. 

Listing Information !
  SHIFT Theatre presents very still & hard to see 

  A short play cycle by Steve Yockey, Directed by Nick Sartore 

  Featuring Nick Carey, Troy Cherkowski, Blake Cuthbertson, Adam Janusz, Kaylin Metchie, 

  Coco Roberge, Shanda Walters, and Morgana Wyllie 

Dates:  October 21-25, 2014 

Ticket price: $15 

Address: The Shop Theatre, 125 E 2nd Ave. Vancouver, BC 

Website: www.shifttheatre.ca/verystill 
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For further media information, contact: 
Christina Andreola, Artistic Producer 

604-259-8809 x802  

christina@shifttheatre.ca
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